
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

____________________________________?1.
(what/the child/could/tell/?)

What could the child have to tell

Luther ____________________ for all the sins of the world.2. (not/answer)has not to answer

He seldom ________________ a boy for bad conduct or neglect in getting
his lessons.
3.

(past/punish)
had to punish

That was all he _____________.4. (past/say)had to say

The fear and terror ___________________.5. (past/passive/break)had to be broken

____________________________ when he learned who the youth was
and what he had come for?
6.

(what/he/would/say/?)
What would he have to say

In future we _____________________ the keys ourselves.7. (shall/keep)shall have to keep

But that régime ______________ to an end.8. (past/come)had to come

I let it hear my voice, that it might know what the storm _____________.9.
(say)

has to say

But they ___________________________ of the fighting.10.
(past/not/drop out)

did not have to drop out

In order to establish perfect functioning in every part, man
_________________________ anatomy or physiology, so that he can form a
mental image of each separate organ and address himself to it.

11.

(not/study)
does not have to study

That's a bad part of a truly classified operation: they
___________________ too careful, there aren't any voters to offend.
12.

(not/be)don't have to be

I don't think she has anything; but with my six hundred, and what I can
make, even if we _______________ abroad, we shall be all right for money.
13.

(live)
have to live

I _____________ very careful; but I feel so happy with you!14. (be)have to be
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Certainly that introduction __________________ till the toga virilis was
taken; though Tertull.
15.

(past/not/wait)
had not to wait

He _______________ of some excuse for looking at the man.16.
(past/think)

had to think

One ______________________ a king to know what it is to keep a king's
jester.
17.

(not/be)
does not have to be

We ________________________ responsive action on the part of
electricity.
18.

(not/create)
do not have to create

Why people ________________; and the world be black to so many
millions?
19.

(past/suffer)
had to suffer

So that plan _____________________.20. (past/passive/give up)had to be given up
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